We consider the elastic scattering of nucleons from spin 2 targets via parity-mixed resonances and derive expressions for the longitudinal parity nonconserving analyzing power. %'e neglect any direct parity nonconserving processes -the parity nonconservation being assumed to be due solely to the resonances. We then consider a particularly interesting example -the scattering of protons by ' C over 0+ and 0 I=1 resonances. We show that in this case longitudinal analyzing power measurements yield, with little theoretical uncertainty, the parity nonconserving matrix element between the 0+ and 0 levels. The large width of the 0 (2sl~q) resonance compared to that of the 0+(1pl~2) resonance produces a significant enhancement of the predicted effect. Because of the large size of elastic scattering cross sections a longitudinal analyzing power experiment can achieve small statistical errors. The ' N resonances are especially interesting because the mixing is essentially pure AI =0.
I. INTRODUCTION
The parity-nonconserving (PNC) NN interaction is expected to have a complicated spin and isospin structure.
For example, to characterize the low-energy limit of the interaction one needs to know the amplitude of five s+-+p transitions: one S~++'P~( b,I = -0) amplitude, one S,~P, (XI=1) amplitude, and three 'So~P o (bI=0, 1, and 2) amplitudes. In principle, one could determine the strengths of all five of these s~p transitions with five or more independent PNC experiments in the NN system. However, the predicted PNC effects in the NN system are so small (-10 -10 ) eters from the experimental data. The same circumstances which generate the enhanced effect (typically a highly retarded parity-allowed transition) make it difficult to compute the required nuclear matrix element with sufficient reliability. However, in a few exceptional cases in light nuclei there occur closely spaced doublets of same-spin opposite-parity levels. In these cases the parity impurities are well approximated by simple two-state mixing. This greatly simplifies the analysis and isolates specific isospin components of the PNC interaction (see, for example, Ref. 6 ). All existing experiments probing the parity admixtures in these "two-level" nuclei have detected pseudoscalar observables in the y decay of one member of the parity-mixed doublet (forward-backward anisotropies of y rays emitted by polarized nuclei or circular polarizations of y rays emitted by unpolarized states). This is a powerful technique because the electromagnetic (EM) interaction is well understood and so does not contribute to the theoretical uncertainty. Unfortunately, the proper combination of favorable nuclear structure and favorable experimental circumstances occurs so rarely that, to date, only three two-level systems (see Ref. 6) have been studied by these methods.
In this paper we discuss a new method for studying two-level systems which is applicable in cases where the levels are unbound to nucleon decays and thus could not be studied using the conventional y-ray observables. We consider the case where the parity-mixed levels of a doublet are populated as well-defined elastic scattering reso- The notation in Eqs. (7) and (8) (7) is purely real.~+ &=&1/2(~-,
To work out the sums in Eqs. (15) and (16) 
for the longitudinal terms
KI (8, E)=Re'i g I (8,E, j,lq, l~)
and for the transverse terms,
I.SJ (27) We now define the remaining quantities needed to complete Eqs. (21) - (27):
(29)
The T matrices in Eqs. (29) 
